
-  It can bring unity in a group

-  It can convey emotions such as joy and happiness

-  It can encourage participation from children 

    in a group activity

- It can support speech and language development

- It is fun!

Remember that children who do not appear to be ‘engaged’ while you are singing may well 

still be listening and participating in other ways. In some cases, they may also be singing the 

songs at other times (e.g. at home, or when playing by themselves later in the day).

Singing nursery rhymes and other well-known children's songs

Use your own voice to lead a song rather than a piece of recorded music. This allows

you to vary the speed and the pitch, leave spaces for children to fill in words,

and be creative with the song to make it more accessible for children.   

Often children will start to join in by just singing a key word, or the last word of a 

phrase. Leave space for this – e.g. sing ‘Twinkle twinkle little…’ and let the children 

complete ‘star’.

Use your body to ‘conduct’ the children in singing, rather than words. For example, 

crouch down low to the ground when you want the children to sing softly, or stand up 

tall when you want them to sing loudly. Children can take turns to conduct the group 

as well!

Singing and song writing

Singing can be beneficial for children for many reasons,including:



“In our group times one child sat back and watched during the first 

session, played an instrument during the second, and joined in by

vocalising during the third and fourth. She is now speaking in small 

groups and is initiating  conversations with others.”

Early years teacher, Eastbourne

“We sang ‘I like the flowers’ and most children joined in with the 

actions but very few with the words – later that day a group formed 

outside singing the song together.”

Early years teacher, Luton

“We’ve got a little boy in our class and he 

never seems to join in with singing songs 

in nursery, but his dad said he sings them  

all the time at home.”

Early years teacher, Eastbourne

“We have a young boy who does not 

appear to join in with singing and appears 

uninterested, but can often be seen on 

the drums outside, singing the songs and 

tapping the beat.”

Early years teacher, Luton

Singing and song writing

Singing known songs



"At a CPD session in Essex we went into the

nursery to spot the music in children’s play. We

observed a child humming while rolling play-doh, and 

noticed that she had one tune for rolling and another 

for peeling the play-doh off the table, both of which 

she repeated in alternation. We also observed children 

drumming observed children drumming on a ‘music 

tree’, and noticed that one child did a ‘short-short-

long’ pattern while another did clusters of 7 beats."

Listen out for children’s songs and vocalisations while they are playing. Do they 

sing differently when engaged in sensory play (e.g. water, sand, clay) compared to 

play with toys, or while riding a bike? 

Vanessa Standsall, Creative Futures

Try recording children’s songs – voice recorder applications are preinstalled on 

many iPad/tablets or available for free download.  You can then play the

recordings of their songs back to them.

Singing and song writing

Singing children's own songs



Known songs can extended or tweaked by making small changes to key words in the song. For exam-

ple, there are an infinite number of animals and other objects that could found on the farm and sung in 

“Old MacDonald”, and “Wheels on the Bus” can be changed by adding in different items that could be 

found on a bus. 

Let children rewrite the songs - remember to OWL (observe, wait, and listen) to create 

space for their suggestions. They needn’t always be sensible or realistic – it’s absolutely 

fine (and more fun!) to sing ‘…and on that farm he had a Spiderman’!

Change how the song is sung - faster, quieter, spikily, in a robot voice…

Help children to explore different emotions by singing songs happily, angrily, sadly, 

or sleepily! 

Try making up your own melodies! You could:

• Make up a melody with no words, either by humming, using nonsense

             sounds or repeated syllable sounds e.g. la la la 

• Make up a chant with words but no tune

• Make up a song with new words and a new melody

Singing and song writing

Developing songs and song-song writing



Write new words to an existing melody. Below are some different examples of songs created to the 

tune of “Twinkle Twinkle” – all written by groups of early years teachers at our CPD sessions in only 

5 minutes!

Songs such as "This is the way we wash our hands, wash our hands, wash our hands" 

can help children follow instructions during daily routines.

Have visual reminders of a few melodies you know really well (perhaps song cards on a wall) for when 

you want to make up a song in the moment

"Hello" songs help children settle and prepare for the day ahead

"Goodbye" songs help children prepare for going home

"Tidy up" songs indicate that an activity is finishing

Singing and song writing

Developing songs and song-song writing

In the garden

In the garden you will find

minibeasts of every kind

Some have shells, some have wings,

some have both of these things

Spiders, beetles, butterflies, 

worms and snails of every kind

Singing to support transitions across the day

Can you name your favourite foods? 

Can you name your favourite foods?  Apples, pizza what would

you choose? Some like sweet food, some like hot,  some like 

crunchy, some do not. Can you name your favourite food

or does it depend upon your mood?

Twinkle Twinkle recycling 

Twinkle Twinkle recycling,

Tell me what goes in the bin.

Cardboard, plastic, metal too,

biscuit box it’s out goes you.

Twinkle twinkle recycling,

what can we rescue from the bin?


